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Abstract—Instability has been an Achilles heel for physical
unclonable functions (PUF) requiring complex error correction
or other stability enhancement approaches. This instability origi-
nates from parametric nature of variations leveraged as a source
of randomness. We develop highly stable PUFs using two random
gate oxide breakdown mechanisms: plasma induced damage dur-
ing semiconductor manufacturing and voltage stressed damage
post manufacturing. These gate oxide breakdown PUFs can be
easily implemented in commercial silicon processes without extra
cost on PUF manufacturing and design, and they are stable and
resistant to physical attacks. We fabricated bit generation units
for the stable PUFs on 99 testchips with 65nm CMOS bulk
technology. Measurement results show that the plasma induced
breakdown can generate completely stable responses for all 2871
bits and significant area reduction compared with SRAM PUF
can be achieved by eliminating the error correction code (ECC)
hardware implementation. For the voltage stressed breakdown,
the area cost is further reduced, and its 0.12% bit error rate at
a worst case corner can be effectively accommodated by taking
the majority vote from multiple measurements without ECC.
We show that the responses of gate oxide breakdown PUFs are
unique. In addition, we analyze the data of our testchips and
show through various statistical distance measures that the bits
of our fabricated PUFs are independent.

I. INTRODUCTION

Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) [1] have been
considered as promising security primitives that enables
lightweight hardware implementations of identification [2],
Trojan detection [3], device tracking [4], [5], authentication
[6], or secret key generation [7] and storage [8], [9]. The
randomness of a PUF is extracted from random uncontrollable
process variations, and its behavior, or Challenge Response
Pair (CRP) [10], is uniquely tied to a given device and is
hard to predict or replicate. Since the first physical unclonable
identification was fabricated in [11], extensive efforts have
been devoted into the area, and different silicon PUF imple-
mentations have been proposed, including Arbiter PUF [12],
[13], Ring Oscillator (RO) PUF [14], memory-based PUF [15],
[16], and many other variations.

The instability of a parametric PUF limits the practical
application of a PUF. Since these PUFs are parametric, they
are in nature susceptible to environmental variations, and
the behavior of a PUF can be altered consistently in two
different environments. Sources of the instability could be
the measurement noise [17], environmental fluctuations [18],
or device aging [19]. For example, for a RO pair of a RO
PUF, one RO can have a faster frequency than another RO at
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20°C but a slower frequency at 100°C [13]. To make a PUF
more stable, extra overhead is required, including hardware
or latency cost [20]. Techniques such as error correction code
(ECC) or helper data come with the cost of extra hardware
implementation or possible security concerns [21].

Recently, a stability-guaranteed Locally Enhanced Defec-
tivity PUF (LEDPUF) proposed in [22] shows completely
stable responses by utilizing random hard defect generated
from Directed Self Assembly (DSA) process. However, it is
difficult to fabricate given that DSA is not well accepted
into commercial silicon manufacturing yet. In [23] a reliable
RRAM PUF with actual PUF fabrication using Resistive
Random Access Memory (RRAM) is presented. However, an
off-chip characterization of the split current and offset for the
sense amplifiers are required, and the reliability results under
voltage variations are not reported, which can dramatically
impact the stability. Another reliable PUF using Hot Carrier
Injection (HCI) is presented in [24]. However, post calibration
steps are still needed and the randomness of the most stable
responses was not reported. In this paper we implement
and analyze stable source of randomness from silicon gate
oxide breakdown. The contributions of the paper are given as
follows:

• We propose two mechanisms exploiting gate oxide break-
down as the source of randomness for stable PUFs:
the plasma induced oxide breakdown and the voltage
stressed oxide breakdown. The oxide breakdown PUFs
are resistant to invasive attacks such as imaging attacks.

• Test structures violating antenna rules are fabricated with
65nm CMOS bulk technology. Measured results from
99 testchips show that the responses are highly stable
across combinations of voltage (0.8V, 1.0V, 1.2V) and
temperature variations (25°C, 100°C). Compared to a
practical SRAM PUF, significant area reduction can be
achieved by eliminating ECC implementation for the
highly stable responses.

• We analyze the data from these testchips and show based
on various statistical distance measures that pairs of bits
with the same antenna ratio as well as bits that are located
next to each other are effectively statistically independent.

II. STABLE PUFS EXPLOITING GATE OXIDE BREAKDOWN

In this section, we first introduce the gate oxide breakdown
and describe two approaches exploiting the gate oxide break-
down as randomness sources of stable PUFs, followed by PUF
bit generation and attack resilience analysis.978-1-5386-1421-1/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE



A. Gate Oxide Breakdown
The gate oxide breakdown is detrimental to metal-oxide-

semiconductor (MOS) devices because it can cause significant
drifts of transistor parameters. The breakdown can be catego-
rized into two types: soft breakdown and hard breakdown,
where both mechanisms introduce significant sudden increase
of the leakage current [25]. For soft breakdown, the conducting
path from gate to the substrate is formed by the charged traps
in the gate oxide. Once there is conduction, new traps begin
to accumulate due to thermal damage, which in turn increases
the conductance. The positive feedback eventually leads to
thermal runway and oxide is physically melt in the breakdown
spot. This type of breakdown is called hard breakdown. The
gate leakage current of an oxide with breakdown can be 100X
larger than the leakage current of an oxide without breakdown
[26].

B. Plasma Induced Gate Oxide Breakdown
During silicon wafer fabrication, radio frequency (RF)

plasma processes are widely used for etching, photoresist
stripping, or ion implantation [27]. In the plasma ambient,
metal segments, VIAs, or polysilicon electrodes, which are
the antenna segments, can be electrically charged by ions or
electrons when the currents produced from the ion and electron
do not cancel out with each other through each RF cycle [28],
and therefore produce the antenna voltage. For the antenna
segments connected to the gate inputs, the resulting electrical
stress from the antennas can potentially damage the underlying
gate oxide and create a conducting path from the gate to
the substrate. The phenomenon is called plasma induced gate
oxide breakdown, or the antenna effect.

Though the maximum voltage rise over half of the RF
period can be modeled [27], the actual voltage still cannot be
predicted because the exact motion and amounts of ions and
electrons collected by the antenna segment are random and
unpredictable. The higher the gate voltage is, the higher the
probability for the gate oxide breakdown to occur, thus causing
a device to fail. Also, systematic plasma variation across wafer
does not have much impact on the local randomness because
the variation is negligible to a die [27].

To avoid the antenna effect, design rules of the antenna ratio
(AR) [29] as shown in equation (1) must be strictly followed
during fabrication [30]. Practical design rules of AR range
from 100 to 5000 depending on the process details [29].

AR =
exposed antenna area

gate oxide area
(1)

Since both soft breakdown and hard breakdown can induce
about 100X or more leakage current than a good oxide, they
are both considered as breakdown in our proposed stable PUF
construction. In [31], a device is considered as a failure if
the gate leakage current is larger than 1nA, and based on the
criterion the author proposed a failure probability prediction
formula. However, the process parameters of our testchip
fabrication are unknown prior manufacturing therefore we
implemented a variety of antenna ratios to measure breakdown
probabilities, which are presented in Section III-B.

Many techniques have been proposed to solve antenna
effect, such as jumper insertion [32] or antenna-aware routing

[33]. However, while foundries try to avoid antenna effect
during manufacturing, we exploit the uncontrollable physical
phenomena as another randomness source of a stable PUF.

C. Voltage Stressed Gate Oxide Breakdown
The purpose of antenna rules is to protect all transistors from

having deviated parameters, for example 20% gate leakage
increase at 1.4xVDD [34], which could be harmful for a
normal fabrication but still far from causing a real breakdown.
Therefore, to introduce a noticeable plasma induced break-
down (100X increase of leakage current) with 50% probability
of a transistor, an AR larger than 1000X antenna rule may be
required, which can result in large area overhead.

To avoid using large antenna segments, we propose to
induce gate oxide breakdown post fabrication by applying high
voltage stress to the gate of a transistor that essentially mimics
the charge accumulation during the plasma process. By voltage
stressing the gate terminal of a transistor, oxide breakdown
can be introduced with small AR or even without violating
the antenna rules. The advantage of voltage stressed induced
breakdown is that large antenna segments are not required,
while the uncontrollable process variation of gate oxide thick-
ness is magnified to achieve a breakdown probability close
to 50%, which is desirable as a source of randomness for
PUFs. On the other hand, such a PUF construction requires
an additional one-time stress step post manufacturing (or
during PUF enrollment). Please note that our proposed voltage
stressed gate oxide breakdown mechanism is different from
the Erasable PUF proposed in [35], where oxide breakdown
is introduced to erase targeted bit cells instead of being used
as a stable source of randomness.

D. Stable Signal Unit Construction
The permanent gate oxide breakdown mechanism, which

can be caused by plasma damage or voltage stressed damage,
is used to construct a Stable Signal Unit (SSU) as a source of
permanent defectivity. A SSU is a p-MOS transistor designed
to violate antenna rules, and its drain, source, and bulk
terminals are connected to capture the effect of the gate oxide
breakdown at all possible locations. Similar to a gate oxide
breakdown model given in [36], the SSU is attached in series
to a precision resistor as given in Fig. 1, where Fig. 1 (a) shows
a SSU without oxide breakdown and Fig. 1 (b) shows a SSU
with oxide breakdown. If no breakdown occurs as depicted
in Fig. 1 (a), the device is essentially a capacitor or a resistor
much larger than the precision resistor, thus the output voltage
would be lower than 50% VDD when the evaluation signal
EVA is VDD; if a breakdown happens, as shown in Fig. 1
(b), the device can be seen as resistors much smaller than the
precision resistor, thus the output voltage would be higher than
50% VDD when EVA is VDD. The resistance of the precision
resistor (10MΩ) is determined by actual measurements from
99 testchips as described in Section III-B. Different from the
bit generation units in [37], our SSU does not suffer from
potential response time latency due to the limited leakage
current when no breakdown occurs.

E. Attack Resilience
It is worth mentioning that the SSU is more secure than

an antifuse cell because an antifuse cell is programmed with



Fig. 1. Schematic of antenna SSU attached to a precision resistor.

hard breakdown only, while the output of the SSU is decided
by both soft breakdown and hard breakdown, and a soft
breakdown is much harder to detect than a hard breakdown
(albeit possible for a very resourceful attacker). For probing
attack, the efficiency is limited by the mechanical constraints.
For imaging attacks, such as Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), or Electron
Beam Induced Currents (EBIC), it is difficult to efficiently
identify a soft breakdown for several reasons:

1) It is difficult to detect a soft breakdown because its
physical appearance is very similar to a fresh gate oxide
without any visible holes. Furthermore, SEM has limited
ability to observe traps inside the oxide, therefore it is
difficult to see if a conducting path formed by traps, or a
soft breakdown, exists. It is also challenging for EBIC to
identify a soft breakdown because the limited current of
a soft breakdown can induce measurement noises [38],
and the throughput of the electron beam is low.

2) It is difficult to observe a soft breakdown from a top-
down or cross-section TEM because the image does not
effectively tell the depth of the traps [39]. In addition, to
obtain a cross-section TEM, the chip has to be vertically
cut into thin films, which will destroy the neighboring
SSUs. Therefore, even if a hard breakdown information
might be retrieved from a cross-section view, the attacker
cannot obtain the secrets of all SSUs of a same PUF
because of the destructive observation.

III. TESTCHIP FABRICATION AND MEASUREMENT
RESULTS

A. SSU Implementations
The proposed SSUs are implemented and fabricated on 99

testchips with commercial 65nm GP 1P9M 6X1Z1U CMOS
bulk technology with 1V nominal voltage. The smallest gate
size (0.0072µm2) of the technology is used for all the SSUs. In
our testchips the fabricated SSUs intentionally violate antenna
rules by a few hundred times to a few thousand times on
different layers.

On each chip, 29 SSUs are implemented with 17 different
ARs, therefore the total number of SSU implementations is
2871 from 99 chips. For each of the SSUs, the cell area and
detailed antenna violation report are given in Table I, where a
zero indicates that there is no antenna rule violation on such
layer. The antenna rule violation reports are provided to the
foundry to skip such design rule checks without extra cost
for the foundry. The M T, V T, and P T structures test the
effects of metal, VIA, and polysilicon layers from small AR
to large AR, respectively. For each of the M T, V T, and P T,
two SSUs with same AR are implemented, therefore 24 bits
of responses are obtained from these SSUs on a chip. The
remaining five test structures are of various combinations of

TABLE I
CELL AREA, ACCUMULATED AREAS OF VIA, METAL, POLYSILICON, AND
POLYSILICON PERIMETER OF SSUS FABRICATED. THE NUMBERS ARE IN
µm2 . A ZERO INDICATES NO ANTENNA RULE VIOLATION ON SUCH LAYER.

Cell VIA Metal Poly Poly Perim. (µm)
M T1 36 0.87 1144.57 0.00 0.00
M T2 360 1.17 1468.57 0.00 0.00
M T3 1200 0.00 4398.88 0.00 0.00
M T4 4800 0.16 36781.89 0.00 0.00
V T1 2.4 0.87 1108.57 0.00 0.00
V T2 8 2.31 1108.57 0.00 0.00
V T3 90 15.27 1185.66 0.00 0.00
V T4 804 144.91 1895.05 0.00 0.00
P T1 4.8 1.26 1917.53 0.00 0.00
P T2 27 1.26 1917.53 18.17 55.59
P T3 203 1.26 1917.53 180.07 128.43
P T4 1800 1.26 1917.53 1800.07 222.46
Test1 804 1071.86 5631.11 0.00 0.00
Test2 4.7 1.86 0.00 0.00 0.00
Test3 80 0.26 299.20 0.00 0.00
Test4 60 20.84 318.78 28.07 83.81
Test5 118 54.40 617.25 56.39 164.72

the violating layers, and one SSU is implemented for each of
the five test structures. In summary, on each chip, 29 bits are
measured, and 24 bits of them are obtained from the duplicated
12 structures of M T, V T, and P T.

B. Breakdown Probability Evaluation
To determine the gate oxide breakdown of a SSU, we use

Agilent 34411A Digital Multimeter to measure the equivalent
resistance Req of each SSU, and from the distribution of Req

we choose a proper precision resistor as shown in Fig. 1 to
determine whether or not an oxide breakdown has occurred.
Fig. 2 shows Req distribution of a SSU implementation (V T1)
with plasma induced and voltage stressed breakdown on 99
chips in an increasing order at 25°C, 1V. For both distributions,
the Req of a SSU implementation without oxide breakdown is
at least 100X larger than a SSU with oxide breakdown. After
voltage stress, the Req are in general smaller and much more
oxide breakdowns are introduced. The results are similar for all
SSUs. The large gap in the figure can be effectively exploited
to generate stable digital signals from SSUs. Therefore, we
choose, according to the Req measurements, a 10MΩ precision
resistor to measure the gate oxide breakdown of each SSU.

Fig. 2. The Req distribution of a SSU implementation (V T1) with plasma
induced and voltage stressed oxide damage on 99 chips at 25°C, 1V.

1) Plasma Induced Breakdown: For the plasma induced
breakdown, the results of breakdown probabilities of SSU
implementations on 99 chips are shown in Table II. From the



TABLE II
BREAKDOWN PROBABILITY OF 17 AR IMPLEMENTATIONS ON 99

TESTCHIPS.

Plasma Induced Voltage Stressed
M T1 0.5% 57.6%
M T2 0.5% 51.5%
M T3 2.5% 57.1%
M T4 2.0% 51.0%
V T1 0.5% 50.0%
V T2 6.1% 54.0%
V T3 0.0% 64.7%
V T4 0.0% 58.6%
P T1 1.0% 50.5%
P T2 2.5% 51.5%
P T3 1.0% 58.6%
P T4 1.0% 60.0%
Test1 16.2% N/A
Test2 2.0% N/A
Test3 5.1% N/A
Test4 1.0% N/A
Test5 3.0% N/A

table we see that the breakdown probability of each SSU after
plasma induced oxide damage is well below 50%. The Test1
SSU implementation has the highest breakdown probability of
16%, which means the responses of SSUs are highly biased.
This is undesirable for its low randomness in each response bit.
Using larger AR to further increase the breakdown probability
may not be a proper approach due to large area overhead. Also,
as seen from Table I and Table II, the breakdown probability
does not increase dramatically as the AR increases. Our results
show that even when the AR is more than 1000X larger than
the antenna rule, the breakdown probability is still much lower
than 50%.

2) Voltage Stressed Breakdown: For the voltage stressed
breakdown, we stress 24 SSUs (M T, V T, and P T groups)
on each testchip by applying 5.5V to the EVA for 10 seconds.
The results of the stress are shown in Table II. From the
table we can see that breakdown probabilities, which are only
slightly correlated with the ARs, are elevated to at least 50%
even for the SSUs with the smallest ARs. Different stress
voltages have been tried in our experiments, but only when
the voltage is 5.5V will the breakdown probability be elevated
to 50%. These results show that more unbiased responses
compared to plasma induced breakdown can be achieved by
using small SSUs such as V T1. Therefore, a SSU can be
implemented with much smaller area, possibly even without
violating the antenna rule, than the plasma induced breakdown
approach.

C. Stability Evaluation
To evaluate the stability of the SSUs, we measure all SSU

responses from 99 chips at 6 corners: temperatures at 25°C and
100°C with ±20% voltage variation at 0.8V, 1V, and 1.2V.

1) Plasma Induced Breakdown: For the plasma induced
breakdown, all SSUs from 99 chips (total 2871 bits generated)
are completely stable at all corners during multiple measure-
ments. This can be explained by the fact that the change of Req

at different corners are limited. Fig. 3 shows the change of Req

of a SSU (Test1) under voltage and temperature variations. In
Fig. 3 (a), the Req of the SSU with breakdown is only a few
KΩ and the changes under extreme temperature and voltage

TABLE III
BIT ERROR RATES OF 2376 SSUS OF THE VOLTAGE STRESSED

BREAKDOWN AT 6 CORNERS.

Corners 0.8V 1V 1.2V
25°C 0.04% 0.00% 0.12%
100°C 0.08% 0.08% 0.08%

variations are limited. On the other hand, Fig. 3 (b) shows a
SSU without oxide breakdown, where the Req remains at less
than 45MΩ, which is still orders of magnitude larger than the
SSU with oxide breakdown.

Fig. 3. Equivalent resistance under extreme voltage and temperature varia-
tions. (a) SSU with oxide breakdown. (b) SSU without oxide breakdown.

2) Voltage Stressed Breakdown: Unlike the plasma induced
breakdown, for the voltage stressed breakdown, an extremely
small portion of the SSUs are not completely stable. To
quantize the results of stability evaluation for the voltage
stressed breakdown, each SSU is measured 10 times at each
corner and we define the responses measured at 25°C with 1V,
where all responses are consistent, as the reference responses.
A SSU is unstable at a corner if at least one of its values from
the 10 measurements is different from the reference response.
We define bit error rate (BER) the number of unstable bits
divided by 2376, which is the total number of SSUs stressed
(24 SSUs on each of the 99 chips). Table III shows the BER
at each corner. We found that at several corners, 1 to 3 SSUs
out of 2376 SSUs implemented are unstable for the voltage
stressed breakdown. Since most responses of unstable SSUs
are still consistent with the reference responses, instead of
performing a ”afterburn” phase to all broken oxides, where
additional hardware and calibration are required [40], we
take majority vote of multiple measurements to effectively
eliminate the erroneous responses.

D. Uniqueness Evaluation

The inter-Fractional Hamming Distance (FHD) [41] is cal-
culated as the uniqueness evaluation of SSUs. Consider the
24 voltage stressed SSUs on each chip as a 24-bit weak PUF
[42], the distribution of inter-FHD of 99 chips are presented
in Fig. 4. The average of inter-FHD is 51.7% and the standard
deviation is 11.4%, where for an ideal Binomial distribution
with success probability P=0.5, the mean is 50% and the
standard deviation is 10.2%. Please note that the results of
uniqueness evaluation are focused on the voltage stressed
breakdown SSUs because for the plasma induced breakdown
SSUs, the responses are highly biased and post processing
would be required to extract randomness, for example using
OR gates at the outputs of multiple SSUs to generate an
unbiased bit as explained in Section IV-A.



Fig. 4. Inter-FHD distribution of voltage stressed SSUs on 99 chips overlaid
with an ideal Binomial distribution curve with success probability P=0.5.

TABLE IV
STATISTICAL DISTANCES BASED ON THE COLLECTED DATA. IN EACH

ENTRY THE LEFT SIDE REPRESENTS THE STATISTICAL DISTANCE OF BITS
THAT ARE LOCATED NEXT TO EACH OTHER, WHEREAS THE RIGHT SIDE
REPRESENTS THE DISTANCE OF BITS THAT HAVE THE SAME ANTENNA

RATIO.

Statistical Distance Max Min Mean
KL 0.11/0.057 0.0002/0.0001 0.022/0.015

TVD 0.19/0.13 0.009/0.007 0.07/0.05
GW 0.06/0.029 0.0001/0.00009 0.011/0.008

E. Statistical Analysis of the PUF Responses
In this section we provide a statistical analysis for the data

of the fabricated SSUs after voltage stressed oxide breakdown
as presented in Section III. We evaluate the statistical depen-
dence between pairs of bits using various statistical distance
measures. We consider pairs as we have only 99 bits per
location, and so going beyond the pairwise probability mass
function can lead to more noisy and less reliable evaluation.
We are interested in the level of independence because the
more independent the bits are, the more secure the PUF is.

Essentially, we use that data to evaluate the pairwise
probability mass functions of bits under the following two
restrictions: The pairwise probability mass function of bits
that have the same antenna ratio; the pairwise probability
mass function of bits that are located next to each other. This
in turn enables us to evaluate the statistical dependence of
element that are more likely to be statistically dependent, that
is, statistical dependence due to similar design rules as well
statistical dependence between PUFs that are close together.

We calculate the distance between the evaluated proba-
bility mass function (i.e., PX,Y (x, y)) and an independent
one with the same marginal probability mass functions (i.e.,
PX (x) · PY (y)) by assigning them to various statistical
distance measures. This enables us to demonstrate the level of
independence between pairs of bits. The results are presented
in Table IV for the following statistical distance measures: The
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [43]; total variation distance
(TVD) [44]; and guesswork (GW) [22].

Table IV shows that the average statistical distance between
PX,Y (x, y) and PX (x)·PY (y) is very small across measures,
which indicates that this PUF response is very close to being
statistically independent.

IV. GATE OXIDE BREAKDOWN PUF IMPLEMENTATIONS

A. Plasma Induced Breakdown PUF
Our measurement results show that the probability of

plasma induced breakdown due to antenna rule violation is

much lower than the ideal 50%, which means that most
responses are zeroes. To reduce the bias, we propose to use
OR gates at the output of SSUs as a more area-efficient
approach than using even larger antenna segments, which
shows limited impact on increasing the breakdown probability.
Fig. 5 (a) shows an exemplary implementation of plasma
induced breakdown PUF. The 10MΩ precision resistor is
shared between two SSUs, where only one of EVA1 and EVA2

will be asserted. Please note that a precision resistor can be
shared by more than two SSUs but only one of the SSUs is
asserted at a time. The outputs of buffer gates are determined
by the breakdown of the SSU.

Take Test3 as an example. When 11 Test3 SSUs are ORed
together, the probability of generating a zero is (1−5.1%)11 =
56%, and the area is 880µm2, which is still more area-
efficient than a practical SRAM PUF implementation where
(511,19,119)-BCH is suggested to correct 15% error probabil-
ity at different corners [45]. For such SRAM PUF to generate
19 information bits, the estimated BCH implementation is
12000 XOR gates [46] or an area of 54000µm2 for the 65nm
technology we used. To generate the same number of 19 bits
of response with Test3, the estimated area is about 16720µm2.
The comparison shows that the SRAM PUF is more than 3X
of size of the plasma induced breakdown PUF. In addition, the
ECC execution latency is eliminated for the plasma induced
breakdown PUF.

B. Voltage Stressed Breakdown PUF

The probability of voltage stressed breakdown is much
higher than the plasma induced breakdown, therefore no OR
gates are needed to reduce the response bias, but a stress path
for each SSU is required. Fig. 5 (b) shows an exemplary im-
plementation of voltage stressed breakdown PUF. A precision
resistor is shared by 3 SSUs. Before response generation, the
PUF is stressed through the stress path and outputs of SSUs
are connected to GND with all EVA signals set to zero. Once
SSUs are stressed, a normal voltage is applied to the stress
path and one of the EVAs is asserted at a time for evaluation.
To generate a bit, approximately 1 inverter and 4 transistors are
needed, which translates to an area of only 4µm2 for 65nm
technology. The PUF can be stressed on chip, for example
with a charge pump with an area overhead of 12200µm2 [47].
Therefore, to generate 19 bits of response, the total area is
approximately 12276µm2, which is about 30% smaller than
the plasma induced breakdown PUF. As the number of bits
increases, the area reduction becomes more evident since the
charge pump is shared among multiple bits. The PUF can
also be stressed from outside of the chip to save even more
area, but an antifuse cell may be needed at the stress path.
To stress the PUF, the antifuse cell has to be permanently
programmed to closed state. Therefore, if the antifuse cell
is already in closed state before stress, it means that the
PUF has been contaminated and should be discarded. Please
note that if the PUF is stressed from outside of the chip, an
attacker may destroy the PUF or introduce more breakdowns
by further stressing the PUF, but the PUF is not programmable
or clonable because the breakdown of each transistor cannot
be controlled.



Fig. 5. (a) Plasma induced breakdown PUF implementation. (b) Voltage
stressed breakdown PUF implementation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we implement highly stable PUFs exploiting
uncontrollable plasma induced and voltage stressed gate oxide
damage. The proposed SSUs are fabricated and measured
from 99 testchips. Measurement results show that the SSUs
are highly stable, therefore significant area reduction can be
achieved by eliminating ECC implementation. We show that
the responses are unbiased and unique, and we analyze the data
of our testchips using various statistical distance measures to
show that these bits are independent.
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